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CVIR Endovascular blog

“Speaking of Vascular Interventions” 
is CVIR Endovascular’s blog which 
regularly lets readers take a deep dive 
into selected IR topics. It offers a space 
for communication outside of the confines 
of academic articles for stimulating 
conversation about current issues in IR 
and how the field is progressing in different 
regions around the globe. Read all blog 
posts here!

Articles you cannot miss

Over the last couple of months, CVIR has 
published a great number of articles that 
are absolute must-reads for all IRs. Check 
out the recently published commentaries 
put together by Dr. Tiago Bilhim depicting 
the locoregional challenges for IR practice 
from around the globe and make sure to 
read the four articles corresponding to this 
year’s FIRST@CIRSE session. Enjoy!

Let us know what matters to you!
If you would like to share interesting news about your institution, 
research project or interventional radiology in general, let us know 
at communications@cirse.org! 

Was the content of this newsletter relevant to you? 

Absolutely! Meh.

Some of it. Sorry, I had nodded off. 
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CIRSE 2022 ON DEMAND
  
Revisit your favourite content from CIRSE 
2022 and watch all sessions you could 
not attend live! All lectures continue to be 
available on demand to congress attendees 
via the event platform. All of this year’s 
record-breaking 41 industry symposia 
are available free of charge to interested 
parties.

CIRSE 2022

Are you ready for IO Accreditation?

IASIOS helps facilities evaluate their patient 
pathway in keeping with the Standards 
of Quality Assurance and certify that 
they offer the best possible patient care 
in IO. See your current standing for the 
requirements with a self-assessment 
checklist, join the IASIOS community, get 
your Enrolled Centre seal and work with 
the IASIOS team to bring your facility to the 
next level!

IASIOS

Places still available for 2023 

Are you considering sitting the European 
Board of Interventional Radiology 
examination to take your IR career to 
the next level? Plan ahead and secure 
your spot for March 23, 2023 (English or 
German) or October 19, 2023 (English 
or Spanish)! For tips and tricks on how 
to prepare for the exam, watch this video 
featuring some of the most successful 
candidates to date and check out the 
preparation material!    

JOIN US TO LEARN MORE ABOUT TRAUMA 
TREATMENT!

Interventional radiology plays a crucial role in any trauma team, 
providing fast and efficient treatment for haemorrhages. In order to 
further increase the community’s awareness of all IR can do in the 
ER, CIRSE is offering a free full-day webinar worth six CME credits 
on the IR perspective on trauma and emergencies taking place on 
Oct. 21 from 09:00-17:00 CEST. Register today to secure your spot in 
this interactive webinar!

TRAUMA AND EMERGENCIES:
INTERVENTIONAL RADIOLOGY PERSPECTIVE
Friday, October 21, 2022, 09:00-17:00 CEST

Webinar: IR in liver tumours
  
The European Trainee Forum is hosting 
another instalment of its webinar series 
featuring basic and semi-advanced content, 
this time exploring the role of interventional 
radiology in the treatment of liver tumours 
on Oct. 27, at 18:00 CEST. Participation is 
free of charge!

Percutaneous tumour ablation

The European School of Interventional 
Radiology will host a two-day course on 
the reliability of percutaneous tumour 
ablation. Taking place in Innsbruck/AT from 
Dec. 15-16, this course hosted by Prof R. 
Bale will give attendees an overview of the 
currently available devices and techniques 
to conduct the procedure and follow-up. 
Early bird fee registration ends on Oct. 20, 
so make sure to register today!

ESIR 2022

Two new courses
  
The CIRSE Academy has added two new 
topics to its offering of educational online 
courses. D. Filippiadis and M. Tsitskari 
explore percutaneous neurolysis in cancer 
patients in their course, while A. Ryan 
and D. Filippiadis give a detailed overview 
of the treatment of benign renal masses 
and perirenal collections. Access to all 
Academy courses is included in the Digital 
All-Access Pass.
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